The power of one.

Large coffee supplier
replaces old CTRM with Eka

Background
A leading coffee and snack supplier was trading coffee and
snacks in 13 countries in Northern Europe, including the
UK, the Baltics and Russia. They were investing heavily in
sustainable sourcing and needed a CTRM solution for their
growing green coffee business.

Business challenge
15 years earlier, the company implemented an SAP ERP system to manage trading and
supplemented the ERP system with spreadsheets to calculate P&L. As the business evolved, they
were trading over 3,000 containers of green coffee across more than 1,000 contracts each year.
Their ERP and spreadsheets process could no longer support the requirements of their business.
The company needed more enhanced capabilities around trade capture and risk management
with the ability to measure P&L in multiple ways. They could not afford to disrupt their business
operations while implementing a new solution, so the implementation had to be quick, easy, and
nondisruptive.
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Factors such as rapid urbanization, rising
e-commerce retail sales, growing demand for
specialty coffee and increasing green coffee
consumption are driving demand for coffee.
However, this growth is challenged by weather
uncertainties, retail consolidations and stringent
regulations.
Challenges related to distribution channels,
intense competition and pricing issues will put
pressure on profit margins.

Business solution
The company chose to replace their old system with Eka’s Cloud Platform
to gain the power of a modern CTRM system without a complicated
implementation. The implementation was quick, easy, and provided rapid ROI.
They implemented Eka’s Position, Mark to Market, Physical Trades, and Risk &
Monitoring apps.
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The power of one.

To learn about how Eka can add value to your
operations.
www.eka1.com
info@eka1.com

About Eka Software Solutions
Eka Software Solutions is a global leader in providing digital solutions for Trading & Risk, Supply Chain Management and Financial
Services driven by Cloud, Blockchain, Machine Learning and Analytics. The company’s best-of-breed solutions serve the entire
trading value chain across agriculture, energy, metals and mining and manufacturing markets.
Eka’s Cloud Platform provides advanced analytics, one source of data and an automation engine, providing maximum flexibility and
investment protection as business needs and market requirements change. Eka is committed to ensuring its 100+ clients can work
from anywhere and collaborate across ecosystems within a secure and trusted environment.
For more information, visit www.eka1.com and follow us on LinkedIn and on Twitter.

